
ORIGINAL PAPERS

FURTHER NOTES ON EXAMINATION OF CEREBRO-
SPINAL FLUID BY ULTRA-VIOLET LIGHT.

BY

E. FRETSON SKINNER, SHEFFIELD.

IN a previous paper* I described some observations on the absorption of
ultra-violet light by cerebrospinal fluid. In the course of these observations
it was noticed that there was a certain amount of general absorption of the
light waves varying with different fluids and that the most striking of these
results occurred in cases of tuberculous meningitis.

These results were obtained with a primitive apparatus and were rightly
criticised on the ground of insufficient standardisation; so a further series of
observations has been made during the past year to standardise results as
far as is possible under the conditions in .which the work has had to be carried
out, conditions hampered by my own lack of training in research work and
the unavoidable spasmodic nature of the observations.

My previous observations were made with a copper arc since I found the
tungsten arc very expensive to work with, as the metal burned away so quickly;
but Mr. Clarke, of the Physics Department of the Sheffield University, to
whom I am indebted for very valuable assistance, suggested that the tungsten
spectrum was a much more reliable band to work with and that most of the
recent observation on ultra-violet light had been done with this spectrum, and
I therefore decided to use this metal for the next series. I modified the
apparatus so that instead of using a direct current to energise the copper
rods, I adapted an old X-ray 32-inch induction coil with a condenser of -005
microfarad capacity in parallel with the spark. This apparatus, taking a
primary current of 25 amps. at 250 volts, produced a fat spark across the
tungsten rods when the latter were separated by a gap. of 3 millimetres, which
gap was used throughout the experiments. The rest of the apparatus, which
was set up on a home-made optical bench, consisted of a Hilgar spectrometer
of low dispersion, a quartz lens to focus the rays and a suitable screen to
hold the quartz cell containing the spinal fluid. These cells were made of
two plane parallel faces of quartz 4-5 cm. in diameter cemented to sections
of glass tubing.

Observations were first carried out to determine the best results from a
photographic point of view and it was found these were given by an exposure of

* See this JOURNAL, October 1929, vol. x, p. 97,
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E;XAM;\1INiATION OF CEREBROSPINAT, FLUID BY ULTRA-VIOLET LIGHT 145

5 seconds, using Wellington panchromatic plates, whici -were afterwards
developed by time and temperature method, using standard rytol.

One question raised by the previous paper was the effect on the spectro-
gram of varying thicknesses of fluid and a preliminarv series of observations
was made to ascertain what such difference might be. Cells of *25, *5 and
1 cm. were made and it was found that unless the fluid was very turbid spectro-
grams taken through these varying thicknesses of fluid showed remarkably
little difference ; after a inumber of tests a cell with a depth of 5o cm. was
chosen as the standard and all spectrograms were taken through this thickness
of fluid, unless otherwise stated.

Fig. 1 shows the general lav-ouit of the apparatus.

FIG. 1.

Fig. 2 shows the norimal spectrogram of tungstenl produced iiunder the above
coniditions. It is, of course. sparking in air which itself absorbs a certain
amount of the ultra-violet w-avcs and an attempt was made to obtain an in
vacuo spectruim.

FIG. 2.

Fig. 3 shows such an attempt. So far as I could see th-re was no difference
between the two, and the added difficulty was such that I did not consider it
necessary to carry out any further in vacuo observations, particularly as

absorption in the fluiids concerned was found well bc-fore the eniid of the spcctruim
v
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1ORIGINAL PAPERS

taken in air. (It will be noted that the last spectrum is one of copper and not
tungsten.)

FIG. 3.

Fig. 4 shows the spectrogram of spinal fluid photographed through thick-
nesses of -25, .5 and 1 cm. respectively, as mentioned above, and it will be seen
that the difference is quite a small one.

FiG. 4.

Fig. 5 is the spectrum of tungsten with some of the more easily identified
wave-lengths marked. It will be noticed that these wave-lengths vary in
value from 4348 a.u. somewhere near the blue of the visible spectrum, to
2256 a.u. well down in the ultra-violet band.

FIG 5.
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EX.\AMIN'ATI0N OF (CEIREBROSPINNAT, FLUID 1,BY ULTRA-VIOLECT LITii'r 1 47

With this rather long preface I -will now very briefly describe the finidinigs
in the second series of observations that have been made, and I w-ould1 like to

qtuiote tlhe last paragraph of my previous paper The conditions I have cited
give spectrogramiis which appear more or less constant in type but on what
they depend at present I cannot say. I am qtuite siire they do niot depend on
the number of cells present in the fluids nor do the, variations in the protein
constituents appear to bear any fixed relationship. The only definite statement
possible is that absorption seemis to take place in toxi-infective conditions and
varies directly itli the severity of this process : the nearer a fatal terlmination
the more complete the absorp_tion.

It is, of couLrse. perfectlv clear that chaniges sulch as I am (lescribing in onie
tisslle (spinial fluiid) cannot carry a (liagnostic label; ouir labels are too gross
for suich1 minuteness. For inistanice thie label generai paral-sis conveys to
our mins(ls a mlore cr less (lefinite clinical picture buit the picture is really a

moving onie inasnmcliCh as weC elnvisage a series of events occulrring in time.
whereas ani exlaminiation suich as, -we are Imiaking cai oii1n be the results of
certain metabolic accidents at a uiveniimomeint of time and( suech resutlts as I have
obtained must vary at different stages w-ithin the range of onie dlisease-l)roeess.

'JIC. 60.

It is mnailifestlv absuir(d to thinik,. for instance. that every case of genieral paralysis
must give the so-called paretic gold curve in the Lange test since the factors
on wlhich this test depends are probably only progressively developed. The
resuLlts I have obtaine(d spectrographically, if the-v have any vallue at all. caIn
only suggest that certain tenidenicies are at w-ork and can nlever haive the same
evi(lential value for a. giveni inlstanlt as say. an X-r-avy pttictre of a fractutred
n)01e.

With this fact clearlv stated I mav be allow%ved to utse the cliinical labels
for convenience and(t confinei myxself to the resuilts I have obtained in cases-

of mleningitis.
Fig. 6 shows the amouniit of absorption by normal spinal fluid, this fluidl

hiaving been obtaine(d from a perfectlv healthy volunteer from the Labour
Exchange, and it will he observed that absorption onlv begins at a wave

leng,th of 2397 au
1) 2
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ORIGINAL PAPERS

Fig. 7 gives the characteristic spectrogram from a case of tuberculous
meningitis. It can be seen that a very considerable amount of ultra-violet
light is absorbed, the absorption commencing about a wave-length value of
3051 a.u. I will quote the pathological report on this particular fluid

Clear fluid containing a 'spider ' clot.
Leucocytes ... ... 80 per c.mm.
Protein increased.

Chlorides ... ... 75 per cent.
Gold test ... ... 001223342

Autopsy (two days later). Many tubercles on vertex of the brain; much
basal exudate. Miliary tubercles in. spleen and lungs.

FIG. 7.

I wish to draw attention to the number of cells, 80 per c.mm., the increased
protein and the gold curve, which I believe is called the meningitic curve
and which in my experience is rather a rare type.

Fig. 8 is also from a case of tubcrculous meningitis, and fig 9. as well.

FiG. 8.

FTG. 9,
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EXAMINATION OF CEREBROSPINNAL FLUID BY ULTRA-VIOLET LIGHT 149

This type of spectrogram is very striking, and it is evident that such a
large amount of absorption must depend on some change in the chemical or
physical constituents of the fluid.

The obvious suggestion that iinerease in the cell count might account for
it was investigated, but fig. 10, which is from a case of general paralysis in
which the cell count was almost identical with the last and vet in which the
absorption is quite different, shows that such a hypothesis is uintenable. Nor
can the absorption be wholly dependent on increase in the amount of protein
since in both the fluids depicted the protein is equally increased.

I1(:. 10}.

The Lange test in these two fluids gave very strikinigly different results
and the last case gave the most marked paretic curve I have see-a. However,
I will return to this point later. Meanwhile I have (lepicted a summary of
these two cases, as they both represent 'type spectrograms and pathological
findings in the fluid in the niext figure (fig. 11).

A-- C.S.F1.

T 5uMan;.~ti G.P.I.

='T -

FL.U cL&,.. RLuL ,A&r.
SP;Xuz L. No dot.

L tcocs 80. L&cYto 77.
ChL..4o 75 ChlIot4os 74
tf tfOt 0001223342 Lans xotS 555s5322

Fwi ICT. 11.

To returni to tlhe consideration of tuberculous fluids. I founid that the
spectrograms I obtained last year using a copper arc were corroborated in this
second series of observations and I was beginning to feel that a spectrogramn
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ORIGINAL PAPERS

might be of somne diagntostic significanice, at any rate in cases of suispecte(d
tuberculous meningitis. Then in November last (1929) I examined the fluid
from a case which had been admitted as a suspecte(d tuberculous meningitis
and obtained a spectrogram which did not agree witlh my previous cases.
This particular spectrogram is shown in fig. 12.

It will be seen that absorption begins about tlle saine place as in the othelr
tuberculous cases, though as a matter of fact it is really a little further along
the band, the actual wave-length valute being 2937 a.u. But instead of the
utsual absence of any further lines, in this spectrogram there are to be seen a
number of lines further along actuially in the region of 2702 a.u. to 2440 a.u.
From this I suspected that the case w-as probably not one of tuberculous
meningitis. The clinical history lent some colour to this suspicion, since aftel
a very short illness, a fewv days only, the patient developed a bilateral choke(d
disc, headache and vomiting, with some slight paresis of a left hemiplegic type.
The pathological report on the spinal fluid was also not wx ithout ambiguity, for

Fic,. 12.

although the cells wNere inicreased to 520 per e.nini. with a 90 per cenlt. mionio-
niuclear count the chiloride contenit was niot diminishedl, which I have coiie to
look upon as unusual in tuberculous mneninigitis.

After a few days' observationi therefore, witli ani incerease in thle swellinig
of the optic discs, in view of the absence of diminished chloride' conitenit, a
suspicion of cerebral tumour was raised -and as there was a definite though
slight left-sided paresis, it was considered justifiable to carry out a right-sided
temiporal decompression. Although there was a slight improvement in the.
genieral condition for a day or so the patient quickly began to lose grounid and(
died teni days after admission. At the autopsy the original diagniosis was
proved to be correct, there being 'somec miliary tubercles scattered over the
base of the braini and the vertex of the cerebellum."

Tllere was no doubt as to the diagnosis and I was disconcerted at finidinig
miy previously conceived view of the definiteness of the spectrogram in this
conidition upset bu-t sinice this observationi I have seeni two other eases of
tubereulous meninigitis established by autopsy in wvhich the spectrogram has
been simiilar to the last, as is seen in the next two figures (figs. 13 and 14).

1*,0
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E:XM.\INA.\'ION OF CR;EL; PINAI. FLUIDt ID 1' I'LIIA.\-VOL.ET1 LIGT'' 1.51

11 fig. 13 absorption commnences at 2937 anid theni a few lines are seeni about
2764 to 2440, almost idenltical wiith the last plate.

_1~~~~~~~M4

FIG. 13.

In fig. 14 absorptioni commences at 3051, the usual place for tuberculous
tieninigitis, aind theni after a long interval a few- lines are to be mca(le out about
2702 a.u.

.~

3eA

Fie. 14.

A.lthliough 1- \%-as (liscoincerte(d t tllese readings tlherIe COul(1 bebno shirking
tihem : anid tholughi I (lidl miiy best to Imake them fit in Nx ithmiy previous results
the discrepanicy was too obvxious, so I had to accept theni anid realise that my
i(leas on the fixity of type of the spectrogram in tuberculous meningitis were
A%Tong.

The next setback to these ideas occurre(d a few- w-eeks after takinig the
last spectrogramn, wheni I admittedl an emllergency case to the Nursery Ward
w-ith an outside (liagniosis of purpura. Tw-o days after admission it was clear
that some meningitis w-as present and a lumbar puncture was done, giving exit
to a turl)id fluid oni wNhich the pathologist reported as follows-s

Turbiid fluid.
Red cells 0.
Leucocvtes 132,000 Polyniiorphs .. .. 85 per cent.

Lymphocytes .. 13 per cent.
Endothelial cells 2 per cent.

Proteini mlluch increase(l.
Globulin test positive.
(C'lloridles .. .. .. . io er eenlt.
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152 ORIGINAL PAPERS

Although no organisms were found in direct films a pure growth of
meningococci was obtained and a diagnosis of cerebrospinal fever definitely
established.

Fig. 15 shows the spectrogram obtained in this case.

FIGc. 1k).

It will be seen that this is very similar to those of the last three cases of
tuberculous meningitis. Absorption begins about the same place, viz., 2937,
and then after a short interval there are further lines to be seen from 2702 to
2440 a.u.

I will complete this short series of cases by one more. It was that of a
child of five admitted moribund one evening suffering from meningitis follow-
ing otitis media. A cistern puncture was done as part of an attempt to flush
out the subarachnoid spaces with saline and serum, and the spinal fluid
obtained was reported on as follows:-

Turbid fluid, clotting spontaneously.
Leucocytes 2,180 per c.mm. Poly.

Lymph.
. . 7I per cent.
. . 25 per cent.

Protein much increased.
Globulin test positive.
Chlorides .. .. .. .. .. *67 per cent.
Gold . .. .. .. .. .. 0112222110
Heemolytic streptococci isolated from fluid.

The child died 24 hours after admission.
Fig. 16 shows the spectrogram obtained in this case.

FIG. 16.

k4ke--4-t ";U7.
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hXAMINATION OF" CE1IFBROSPINAI.L FLULI) BY ULTRA-VIOLET LIGHT 15:3

This fluid was so purulent that it is very difficult to imiake out where ab-
sorption really commences, but careful mleasuremlenit shows it to be about
3951, i.e., the region at which absorption usually begins in tuberculous
meningitis.

I thought it might be worth wNhile to centrifuge this fluid which I did at
high speed for ten minutes and on re-examining the centrifuged fluid I obtained
the spectrogram shown in fig. 17, which will be seen to be almost identical wNrith
the atypical spectrograms from tuberculous meningitis.

On reconsidering this group of cases of meningitis I had to admit that miy
previous view of the spectrogram of tuberculous disease was too narrow and
in trying to find some commion factor I took into consideration the length of
timie elapsing between examination of the spinal fluid and death or other ter-
iniinatioin of the case, since my conclusion previously was that the niearer a
fatal termination the more complete is the absorptioi.W'

lit 17l

It appears just possible that theie is some relationiship between this
initerval and the type of spectrogrami obtained, the details of this small series
from this point of view being as follows :

T.B. Cases absorbing beyonid 3051 death withini 3 days.
Strep. Case absorbing beyond 3051 death within 1 day.
T.B. Cases with partial absorption 2937 death within 10 days.
C.S. Fever with partial absorption 2937 nion-fatal.

Thus the cases of delayed fatal tuberculous mieningitis show a few lilies
in the spectrum a little further along, as does also the fluid from the non-fatal
case of cerebrospinal fever and also as does the centrifuged fluid from the case
of streptococcal meningitis. I am therefore tempted to suggest that in cases of
mieningitis there is a 'type' spectrogram in which absorption beghis at about
305-1, is more or less complete for a short, distance and then shows a few more
lines about 2764 to 2440 ; if there be any tendency to improvement then this
interval from 3051 to 2764 tends to fill up -with lines, whereas if, as is usual,
the case progresses to a fatal termination not only does this interval never
show any line, but those about 2764 disappear, so that total absorption occurs
from 3051.
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O1ItGINAL PAPIERS

-it mlight thus appear that the spectrogram has soImie prognostic value
according as the interval between 3051 and 2764 tends to widen or fill up in a
series of fluid examinations. Fig. 18 shows this interval actually in the process
of so filling up. This spectrogram is from the case of cerebrospinal fever 14
days after the first one was taken.

Fia. 18.

CONCLUSIONS.

Tro conicluTde, first of all I feel that formerly I stressed too iitch the, in-
(tividiuality of the spectrogram in any of the conditions I examinied ;and,
secondly, I would modify my previous opinion by saying that in cases of menin-
gi tis- of any type there appears to be a certain selective absorption with an

initerval betweeni wave-lengths of 3051 and 2764 and that variationi from this
type depends on the natural history of the iidividual case.

I h-ave tried to depict this view in fig. 19 in w%Ahich the midi(dle banid repre-
sents the 'type ' spectrogram whilst the uipper anid lo-wer represenit the
variants of it.

3ll| to _ ...A-,

Fie. 19.-1iagrammnatic represenitationi of spectrogramis in meniingitis.
Whether the above conclusions are warranted or not will remaini for mor-e

extended observations but I am inclined to offer a speculation that the ab-
sorption depends on some physical factor in the fluiid which is at present
undetermined.

When one looks at the perfectly clear fluid fro in ate case of tuberculois
meningitis and an equally clear fluid from a case of tabes or general paralysis
and in both finds a pleocytosis, an increased protein content, and an identical
salt content an yet with spectrogramis very diffteret intleir appearancet

1.54
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the coinlusioii ,eenIis fairly legitimiate-either our means of chemical ive,sti-
gation arc too gross to detect the minute differences in composition oIi which
the spectrograms are dependent or, -what is imiore likely, the differences (lepenid
on factor s other than chenmical.

If the reader will refer to the two first figures anid their epitomne in fig. 11,
1I wA-ill see the onlv difference in their pathological reports lay in the Lange
rol(d test.

LaInge s test almost certainlytlepends on ani altered electrical state in
colloid particles in the imiixture of spinal fluid and gold chloride, and the so-

('allC( ' ctirves ' obtaine(d in various clinical con(Iitioiis may not be imucll more
s)ecific than the spectrograms I have slhown. I think it not unlikely that
both plenomnena depend on similar thouiglh, of coturse, not identical variatiolns
in the surface charges of particles of colloid.
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